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DISCLAIMER 

This document was prepared as an account of work sponsored by the United States 
Government. While this document is believed to contain correct information, neither the 
United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor the Regents of the University of 
California, nor any of their employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or 
assumes any legal responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any 
information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or represents that its use would not 
infringe privately owned rights. Reference herein to any specific commercial product, 
process, or service by its trade name, trademark, manufacturer, or otherwise, does not 
necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by the 
United States Government or any agency thereof, or the Regents of the University of 
California. The views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or 
reflect those of the United States Government or any agency thereof or the Regents of the 
University of California. 
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HINUTES OF liT A PROGRESS MEETING 
TUESDAY, JULY 25 9 1950 

Present: UCRL: Baker~ Brobeck~ Gordon~ Latimer, Lawrence, Lofgren, Longacre~ 
Martin, McMillan, Norton~ Panofsky, Serber~ Sewell~ Twitchell 

CRDC: Hildebrand, Cope, Kent~ Maker~ Powell CLASSIFICATION CANCELLED 
BY AUTHORITY OF THE SAN MTA ~· 
DOCUMENT REVIEW COMMITTEE. fl' J{. 'M 
!_::l'--.J'f} 8 <f~¢:. h 

DATE SIGNATURE 

AEC: Fidler, Fleckenstein 

JCAE: Bergman 

Brobeck reported that previous calculations of the power requirements for the 
drift tUbe magnets are high by a factor of two. Calculations also indicate that 
all or some of the iron at the ends of the drift tube magnets may be left off. 
Tests are being made to determine the final amount of iron for optimum results. 
By next week the effects of the factor of two and reduction in iron on the total 
magnet power requirements will be determined. This change in the power require
ments may affect the_amount and size of copper necessary and/or also the design 
characteristics of the generator supply. Since the copper order is already out» 
a change now would mean at least a two weeks 1 delay in delivery. The order for 
the generators is being held up pending a decision on possible changes in the 
specifications. 

Fred Powell requested that the safety factors in the design figures be checked 
again, for they may be too high as a result of the additional savings that are 
showing up. J. Norton reported that a decision has been reached to build a test 
cavity at Livermore which duplicates the one-megawatt rf test cavity at the 
Radiation Laboratory. It is estimated that four months will be required to build 
the cavity. Drift tube magnets will be built for the cavity. Ed Lofgren is pro
ceeding with the design of a full-scale ion source on the basis that it could be 
used on Mark I; however, it is expected that better ion sources can be designed 
before one is actually used on the machine. Facilities will be available at the 
one-megawatt rf drydock cavity for testing the ion source. 

Brobeck reported that the number of oscillators necessary to power the Mark I is 
not known because the oscillator tube has not been tested, It is possible that 
there will be many more spare oscillator positions than originally planned. Baker 
remarked that pre-exciters might not be necessary~ thereby further reducing the 
number of positions necessary and allowing the elimination of one deck in the 
building, Hildebrand asked if there would .be any objection to leaving off 
the oscillator deck farthest from the power supply. No objections 
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were raised. 

Maker reported on the present design for observation ports. Both si~and eight
inch ports were. considered. With six-inch ports, not quite all of the points 
along the drift tubes and between them can be seen. Eight-inch openings give 
visibility the length of the tank in a cone-shaped area covering the drift-tube 
section. The openings in the liner are to be covered with screening. McMillan 
suggested the use of a periscope arrangement for greater flexibility. The point 
was brought out that the viewing would be done with the rf power on, both with 
and without the beam, and in either case it would be necessary to be outside of 
the shielding. It was gener~lly agreed that an optical system was necessary for 
the viewing desired. Lawrence requested that a study of the optical system 
required to view the whole inside of the tank and every part of the drift tube 
structure be made. If the price of such a system is exorbitant then selected 
sections would be chosen for viewing. 

Hildebrand said that they were concerned with where and how big the ports are to 
be in order to get the tank completed. The fabricator of the vessel is looking 
for every excuse to delay the tank manufacture.. Maker pointed out that a viewing 
system from outside the shielding would have to come through the tank near the 
bottom. 

Longacre presented the following data on the cost of free neutrons from the stand
point of liner power only: 

For average beam current of 250 milliamps: 

Output Liner Power (megawatts) Yield 
Energy 12.1 me 20 me (grams/day) 
_(Mev) 

150 32.9 25 .36 
200 45.6 35.5 .?17 
250 60.6 47.2 1.12 
300 78.4 60.9 1.57 
350 9?.8 76 2.02 

For average beam current of 50 milliamps~ 

150 .072 
200 .143 
250 .224 
300 .31 
350 .41 

Liner Power (megawatt days/gram) 
12.1 megacycles ~0 megacycles 
cw AC cw AC 

196 132 176 126 
135 88.8 149 84.1 
110 72 98 68.5 

98 62.7 86 59.4 
92 57.4 80 54.7 

241 210 
166 144 
137 119 
121 106.5 
113 98.4 

Panofsky reported that the drift tube magnet power can be expressed by theequation~ 

P = f 2 (.020 X+ .444 ~ X ) where P 
f 
X 

power 
frequency 
length of machine 
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Using this equation it is seen that B megawatts of magnet power will be required 
for a 500-foot machine with a gradient of .5 Mev/ft. operating at 20 megacycles. 

Lawrence pointed out that the trend of all calculations is toward a Mark II mach
ine of 250 Mev operating at 20 megacycles. 

\ 

E. D. Fleckenstein 
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Beam particles 

Cavity length 

Drift tube gap to repeat. 

Cavity equivalent inside diameter at injection end 

Cavity equivalent, inside diameter at exit end 

Frequency 

Beam duty factor 

Average beam current 

Average beam current during pulse 

Peak copper loss estimated 

Peak be-am load 

Total peak RF out put 

Oscillator input at 6Q% plate efficiency 

tl Oscillator power supply rating 

Beam pul~e duration 

Repetition rate 

Injection voltage 

Equilibrium phase angle 

Number of accelerating gaps 

Entrance aperture 

Exit aperture 

UCRL 801 
JOB NU,..SER 

200-10 

.25 

57.3858 ft. 

51.5500 ft • 

12ol Me/sec. 
(Wavelength : 79.955 !to) 

50 rna 

250 rna 

27,5 MW 

30 MW 

25 milliseconds 

8 per sec. 

80 KV 

26° (cos 26° = • 90) 

36 ino 
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~tachine is to be designed to permit extension to 350 Mev with minimum chanee in the 
initial 60 ft o 
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